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ABSTRACT
Two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are demonstrated to be appealing semiconductors for optoelectronic applica-
tions, thanks to their remarkable properties in the ultraviolet-visible spectral range. Interestingly, TMDCs have not yet been characterized
when exposed to x rays, although they would be ideal candidates for optoelectronic applications in this spectral range. They benefit from
the high cross section of the constituent heavy atoms, while keeping the absorption very low, due to the ultrathin structure of the film. This
encourages the development of photodetectors based on TMDCs for several applications dealing with x rays, such as radioprotection, med-
ical treatments, and diagnosis. Given the atomic thickness of TMDCs, they can be expected to perform well at low dose measurements with
minimal perturbation of the radiation beam, which is required for in vivo applications. In this paper, the use of TMDCs as active materials for
direct x-ray detection is demonstrated, using a photodetector based on a MoS2 monolayer (1L-MoS2). The detector shows a response to x rays
in the range of 101–102 keV, at dose rates as low as fractions of mGy/s. The sensitivity of 1L-MoS2 reaches values in the range of 108–109 μC
Gy−1 cm−3, overcoming the values reported for most of the organic and inorganic materials. To improve the x-ray photoresponse even fur-
ther, the 1L-MoS2 was coupled with a polymeric film integrating a scintillator based on terbium-doped gadolinium oxysulfide (Gd2O2S:Tb).
The resulting signal was three times larger, enabled by the indirect x ray to visible photoconversion mechanism. This paper might pave the
way toward the production of ultrathin real-time dosimeters for in vivo applications.

© 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0151794

The detection and monitoring of ionizing radiation (e.g.,
x rays, γ-rays) are essential in several applications, such as medical
treatments and diagnosis, energy and nuclear physics, and in space
exploration and security. Furthermore, to guarantee more reliable
dose delivery in treatments as well as to monitor unwanted radiation
exposures, the study of detectors based on new materials has grown
largely over the past decades. Several solutions are now available
in commerce, comprising ionization chambers, radiochromic films,
and semiconductor (Si, Ge, Se, CdTe)-based detectors. However,
there is still demand for real-time, wearable, and cheap detectors
to be used for in vivo applications.1 These needs recently led to the
study of detectors based on thin semiconductors that, due to their

lower absorption, can be placed between the source and the target to
monitor radiation doses without significant perturbation of the radi-
ation field (in vivo dosimeters). In vivo dosimeters have the potential
to make a significant impact on dosimetry. They have the capability
to monitor tissue doses in real-time during diagnostic procedures
and radiotherapeutic treatments. This advancement can reduce the
risks associated with excessive exposure to ionizing radiation with
respect to the use of standard dosimeters.

In addition to the requirements for semiconductor-based
dosimeters (e.g., real-time response, high sensitivity, radiation hard-
ness), materials to be used for in vivo dosimeters must also
exhibit low radiation absorption. This is crucial to minimize the
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perturbation of the radiation field. Moreover, the devices must be
wearable to adapt to the body. Recently, organic semiconductors
and hybrid organo-metallic materials have been considered due to
their lower attenuation coefficient, tissue equivalent response to
radiation, compatibility with flexible structures, and cost-effective
production methods. Several detectors based on organic2–10 and
hybrid organic–inorganic materials11–20 have been reported in the
last few years showing remarkable radiation sensitivities. Alongside
the positive effects of including organic materials in the devices,
one major issue is associated with their degradation when exposed
to the external environment.21,22 It is also known that the radi-
ation hardness of these materials is still limited and they can be
exposed only to modest radiation fluences.1 Furthermore, organic-
based materials are characterized by low mobility values, leading
to reduced charge carrier transport and ultimately poor or limited
detection. Also, the low atomic number Z of organic materials leads
to limited interaction probability with x rays, compared to inorganic
semiconductors.

For x-ray detection, two-dimensional semiconductors, such as
TMDCs, represent a convincing alternative to perform real-time
radiation monitoring for in vivo applications. Interestingly, although
TMDCs are recently gaining extraordinary attention from the sci-
entific community for the fabrication of opto-electronic devices—to
the best of our knowledge—they have not been considered yet for
direct detection of electromagnetic radiation wavelengths shorter
than ultraviolet (UV). TMDCs are, in fact, high Z-semiconductors
made of a layer of transition metal atoms of the VI group, e.g.,
Mo (Z = 42) and W (Z = 74), sandwiched between two layers of
chalcogen atoms, e.g., S, Se, and Te. Thus, TMDCs benefit from the
higher cross-section of the heavy atoms, while keeping the absorp-
tion very low, due to the ultrathin structure (0.6–0.7 nm) of the
film and perform better than organic materials with respect to
carrier mobility.23–26 As a result of their two-dimensional nature,
they become direct bandgap semiconductor,27,28 leading to strong
light–matter interaction in the visible range (VIS).29,30 This prop-
erty has been widely explored for UV-VIS detection, but it can be
as well exploited for the detection of x rays and help when TMDCs
are combined with scintillators, increasing the detector response.
Moreover, TMDCs already showed high radiation resistance31,32 and
do not undergo fast degradation in ambient air.33 Among TMDCs,
MoS2 has been extensively studied due to its abundance and ease of
supply. Several published works, indeed, report its employment in
photodetectors for UV-VIS-NIR radiation,34,35 providing also thin
and flexible solutions while showing remarkable performance.

Under these premises, the aim of this paper is to demon-
strate the successful employment of TMDCs as candidate materials
for applications related to direct x-ray detection technology. With
this in mind, we built a planar device based on MoS2 monolayer
(1L-MoS2), which was characterized upon exposure to x rays in the
energy range of 101–102 keV. The 1L-MoS2 showed a clear photore-
sponse to the radiation even to low dose rates down to fractions
of mGy/s, showing sensitivity values up to 2.3 × 109 μC/Gy cm3.
These results promote the x-ray detectors based on 1L-MoS2 as a
direct competitor to the recently reported record for organic-based
materials.10 To improve the detector response to x rays, we exploited
the already mentioned strong light–matter interaction in the visible
via a scintillator film based on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) con-
taining gadolinium oxysulphide doped with terbium (Gd2O2S:Tb)

was added on top of MoS2. This resulted in an increase in the
photoresponse of up to three times due to the x ray to VIS spec-
tra conversion of the scintillator. This work opens the way toward
the study and production of ultrathin highly sensitive radiation
detectors for real-time in vivo applications.

The 1L-MoS2 films employed in our devices were obtained
via exfoliation of a MoS2 crystal. The exfoliation was performed
through a thermally activated metal-mediated process. More details
regarding this technique are given in previous reports36–39 With this
process, a MoS2 monolayer was obtained on a thin gold film. The
monolayer was then covered with a polystyrene (PS) film (thick-
ness ∼1 μm) via spin coating. The gold film was etched leaving a
MoS2 monolayer embedded in PS. For the fabrication of the x-ray
detector, the 1L-MoS2 was transferred on an engineered substrate
via wet transfer, leaving the PS on top of MoS2 as a protective
layer. The details of the wet transfer procedure are given in previous
reports.36,37 The device was fabricated on a soda-lime glass substrate
on which gold electrodes were thermally evaporated (100 nm thick-
ness). Anode and cathode are separated by a channel of the size of
1 mm × 30 μm (channel area of 0.03 mm2). Figure 1(a) shows a
top-view microscope picture of the device; the two black features
separated in the middle are the gold anode and cathode. The MoS2
monolayer flake is clearly visible and corresponds to the yellow-
ish region. The MoS2 flake has been delimited by a dashed line to
simplify the recognition. The darker regions within the flake are
associated with MoS2 multiple layers, as already observed in pre-
vious studies.36 The picture shows that the MoS2 monolayer area
covers the entire channel. The active area of the detector is assumed
to be equal to the channel area (1 × 0.03 mm2) and its thickness is
considered to be 0.9 nm, as previously observed for MoS2 mono-
layers fabricated with this process.36 The actual thickness is larger
than the reported monolayer thickness (0.65 nm40) since it includes
the van der Waals interaction distance between the MoS2 monolayer
and the substrate.

FIG. 1. (a) An optical image taken with a microscope of the top view of the x-ray
detector device based on 1L-MoS2. The dashed line delimiting the yellow area is
a guide for the eye to identify the MoS2 monolayer. The two black features in the
middle are the electrodes defining the active area in the channel between them. (b)
An image of the scintillator film based on PDMS and loaded with Gd2O2S:Tb that
is applied on top of the device. (c) A schematic cross-section of the final device
exposed to x ray and connected to an external source meter unit.
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To fabricate the scintillator, the following procedure was
adopted: (i) Gd2O2S:Tb powder (UKL65/F-R1, Phosphor Technol-
ogy, Ltd., UK) was added (0.5 wt. %) to the base PDMS compo-
nent (BluesilTM RTV 141-a, Elkem Silicones, Norway), mixed, and
degassed in a vacuum oven at 60 ○C. (ii) The reactive PDMS com-
ponent (Bluesil RTV 141-b, Elkem Silicones, Norway) was added
in a 10:1 mass ratio with respect to the base component, followed
by degassing in a vacuum oven at 60 ○C. Finally, (iii) the mixture
was cast via blade casting and cured at 60 ○C for 4 h. A scheme of
the fabrication procedure is reported in the supplementary material
Fig. S1. Following these steps, a flexible and almost transparent film
(0.2 mm thick) was obtained, from which the portion needed was
cut [Fig. 1(b)], and finally, the scintillator was transferred on top of
the PS resulting in the device whose cross section is schematically
represented in Fig. 1(c).

The 1L-MoS2-based photodetector was characterized in the
NUV-VIS-NIR spectrum. J–V curves, temporal response, and pho-
toresponse were measured with a device selector board (Ossilla, UK)
connected to a Keithley 2450 source measurement unit (Tektronic,
USA). Photoresponse in the NUV-VIS-NIR spectrum was measured
under illumination with different light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
(Thorlabs, USA). The list of the LEDs employed for this experiment
with their main properties is reported in the supplementary material
Table S1. The detector responsivity was calculated by normalizing
the measured photocurrent with the light power illuminating the
channel of the detector. The light power on the detector channel
was estimated by multiplying the nominal irradiance of the LEDs
at 200 mm (reported in the datasheet) with the area of the chan-
nel (0.03 mm2). In the calculation, the irradiation of the channel
area was assumed to be uniform. A typical J–V curve of the detec-
tor measured in dark and under illumination (455 nm, 94 μW/cm2)
is reported in Fig. 2(a). The device displays low dark currents
(∼10−1 μA/cm2) at Vbias < 1 V and shows an increase in the current
under light of a factor of ∼102. The minimum in the dark current
observed in Fig. 2(a) is shifted with respect to the zero-bias volt-
age. This reflects the same behavior observed in Fig. 2(c). In the
graph of Fig. 2(c), the current does not return to the initial value
when the light illuminating the device is switched off and the cur-
rent approaches zero over a time window. The phenomenon is called
persistent photoconductivity, and it has been previously observed
in several studies on MoS2.41–43 The photoresponse as a function
of the optical power (for the 455 nm LED) is shown in Fig. 2(b).
The response is found to follow an exponential dependency on the
optical power (R ∼ Pn, n = 0.6). This can be attributed to a pho-
toconductive gain mechanism that lowers when the optical power
increases.44

The dynamic of the detector was tested by measuring the cur-
rent density as a function of time when the device is exposed to the
illumination provided by a 455 nm LED (from 0 to 10 s) and when
the light is switched off (10–20 s). The curve is reported in Fig. 2(c)
and was acquired by applying a constant bias Vbias of 1 V. The
response speed is not optimal, and the time transient is in the order
of seconds. This can be associated with defects of the MoS2 monolay-
ers, mainly due to strains induced during the exfoliation and transfer
procedure as well as induced by the free-standing monolayer on the
electrodes. The performance is expected to improve using smoother
surfaces.

FIG. 2. Response of the detector based on 1L-MoS2 in the near visible spectrum.
(a) The J–V curves measured in dark and upon illumination with a 455 nm LED are
shown. (b) Photoresponse of the detector operated at 1 V as a function of the LED
optical power. (c) Time evolution of the photocurrent while operating the device at
1 V by switching the LED on (0–10 s) and off (10–20 s). (d) Spectral responsivity
in the NUV-VIS-NIR spectrum with the device operated at 1 V.

Responsivity of the device in the NUV-VIS-NIR spectrum,
applying a bias Vbias of 1 V, is reported in Fig. 2(d). Although the
responsivity reaches values of fractions of A/W in the NUV spec-
trum, it decreases to 10−2–10−1 A/W in the visible range, and it
drops to negligible values for IR radiation. The higher value of
responsivity found around 600 nm is associated with the excitonic
energy of MoS2 reported that increases the absorption at that wave-
length. The trend of the spectral photoresponsivity is in accordance
with the absorption spectrum expected for 1L-MoS2.45

The detector was tested under x rays to demonstrate the use
of MoS2 as an active material for direct radiation detection. X rays
were produced by a tungsten anode (WKα = 59 keV) operated at
the peak voltages of 40, 100, 150, and 195 kV filtered with 3 mm
of copper. Operating the x-ray source at different peak voltages was
used as a strategy to vary the dose rates over three orders of magni-
tudes. Dose and dose rate (dose per second) were measured with a
Farmer© ionization chamber 30010/12 placed in the same position
of the detector, connected to a PTW UNIDOS E electrometer (PTW,
Germany), and used as a dosimetric reference for the subsequent
irradiation of the detector.

The x-ray response of the 1L-MoS2-based device was measured
both with and without the scintillator on top of the detector. The
background arising from the irradiation of the electronics was sub-
tracted from the measurements. The polystyrene layer on top of
MoS2 is estimated to absorb less than 0.01% of the x ray used in the
experiment (based on data reported in Ref. 46). The measured pho-
tocurrent densities as a function of the x-ray dose rate are shown in
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Fig. 3(a), and the peak voltage employed during this experiment was
100 kV. The measurement of the 1L-MoS2-based device (without the
scintillator) corresponds to the black markers and clearly demon-
strates an x-ray response with intensity showing a linear dependency
with the x-ray dose rate. This curve demonstrates, for the first time,
the direct x-ray photoconversion with MoS2, showing a current den-
sity in the order of μA/cm2. Similar curves and results were obtained
with 40, 150, and 195 kV x rays as reported in the supplementary
material Fig. S3. It was possible to measure a photoresponse down
to dose rates of 0.08 mGy/s (lower dose rate limit for the irradia-
tion setup used in this work). The response of the device was up
to three times larger when adding the scintillator film based on
PDMS mixed with Gd2O2S:Tb on top of the detector. The measure-
ment is displayed in Fig. 3(a) by the green marks. The increased
response is attributed to the additional visible photons (centered on
λ = 544 nm) produced by the scintillator via indirect x-ray photocon-
version. The non-linear response of the detector is associated with
the non-linear output of the scintillator due to the quenching of the
light emission increasing the dose rate, as previously observed for
plastic scintillators.47–49 The experiment was repeated by changing
the voltage peak at which the x rays were generated (Fig. S3). The
thin scintillator is estimated to absorb a negligible amount of x rays
(less than 4%) for the energies used. Increasing the scintillator film
thickness or Gd2O2S:Tb amount will lead to larger absorption and
device response. Also, further engineering regarding the choice of
the scintillator that maximizes the conversion efficiency and emis-
sion wavelength will lead to even larger responses. Figure 3(b) gives
an overview of the photoresponse of the 1L-MoS2-based detector
including the scintillator film for the different x-ray energies as
a function of the dose rate. The highest x-ray photoresponse was
obtained with x rays generated with the source at 100 kV. At sim-
ilar dose rates, the response is found to increase using x-ray spectra
with a lower energy distribution due to the higher x-ray attenua-
tion of both MoS2 and Gd2O2S:Tb.46 The separated contributions to
the signal from MoS2 and scintillator varying the x-ray energy are
reported in the supplementary material Fig. S4. Also, the detector
showed consistent response over subsequent irradiations, indicating
the reproducibility of the measurement (Fig. S5).

Finally, MoS2 radiation sensitivity was calculated for different
x-ray energies and dose rates to characterize the material efficiency
in converting radiation into an electrical signal. The sensitivity S of
a detector is calculated as the photogenerated charge (given by the
time integral of the photocurrent) for unit of dose and volume, and
it is expressed according to the following equation:20

S = ∫(IX − ID)dt
D ⋅ V ,

where IX , ID, D, and V represent the current recorded under
x rays, the current recorded in dark conditions, the dose, and the
active volume of the material, respectively. When interested in the
charge collected per unit area, area sensitivity can be calculated by
substituting the active volume of the detector for its active area in
the equation above. The sensitivity values found are in the order
of 108–109 μC Gy−1 cm−3 (area sensitivities from 10 to 102 μC
Gy−1 cm−2) with a maximum of 2.3× 109 μC/Gy cm3 [Fig. 3(c)]. The
sensitivity values we report may have been underestimated by up to
30%, considering that the material thickness assumed in the calcula-
tion includes the van der Walls distance between the substrate and
the MoS2 monolayer. These values are comparable with the record
recently reported for organic-based direct x-ray detectors10 and are
two to three orders of magnitude higher than most of the previously
reported sensitivities for direct organic and inorganic detectors.1,20

Sensitivity is found to depend on the dose rate. At low dose rates,
the sensitivity is higher, whereas it decreases with increasing the dose
rates. This can be attributed again to an increased photoconductive
gain at low dose rates due to the x-ray photogenerated carriers.

Although the findings of this study are innovative, this paper
demonstrated the use of 1L-MoS2 for x-ray detection in the basic
scenario of an exfoliated monolayer. Challenges are now associated
with the development of similar devices based on more scalable
and reproducible methods to match the requirements for industrial
manufacturing.

In summary, in this study, we propose TMDCs as materials
for ionizing radiation detection. As proof of principle, 1L-MoS2
was employed in a photodetector that showed photoresponse in a

FIG. 3. (a) X-ray photocurrent density as a function of the x-ray dose rate operating the source at 100 kV. The black markers correspond to the 1L-MoS2-based device, while
the green markers correspond to the device incorporating the scintillator film. (b) Photocurrent densities for the detector incorporating the scintillator under different x-ray
energies. (c) Sensitivity of 1L-MoS2 under different x-ray energies and dose rates. The detector was operated at 5 V during these measurements.
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very wide range, from visible to 102 keV x rays and demonstrated,
for the first time, direct photoconversion of x rays for TMDCs. MoS2
showed a remarkable volume sensitivity, outperforming organic-
and inorganic-based direct radiation detectors. The addition of a
scintillator based on PDMS loaded with Gd2O2S:Tb was found to
boost the photocurrent up to a factor of 3. This study might be
an important step toward the study and production of ultrathin
radiation detectors for in vivo applications based on TMDCs.

Supplementary material contains additional information about
the production of the Gd2O2S:Tb-based scintillator films (Fig. S1),
characterization of the exfoliated MoS2 monolayers (Fig. S2), and
further electro-optical characterization of the device (Figs. S3–S5).
A table is also provided (Table S1) reporting the specifications of the
LED used in the characterization of the device.
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